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The art of botanical drawing pdf

DUE FOR PUBLICATION (in the USA) IN APRIL 2020 The joy of botanical drawing A step-by-step guide to drawing and painting flowers, leaves, fruits and more by Wendy Hollender Cover The Joy of Botanical Drawing by Wendy Hollender SCOPEAn easy-to-follow guide to realistic botanical drawing for those who enjoy nature drawing
and creating realistic portraits of plants. Wendy Hollender shares her drawing techniques for crayons and watercolor pencils: using short lessons that start simplebuild on the basics with easy-to-use step-by-step instructions Examples of accurate scientific botanical portraits in the book include a spiral pine cone, a spiky chestnut, a fuchsia-
tinted radish, a morning glory and more. The techniques cover a range of textures, from delicate petals to stems and textured bark. COMMENTARYWendy Hollender is an American botanical artist who has been providing training in the use of crayons and watercolor pencils for botanical art and illustration for a very long time. She has a
rich teaching experience – which will provide an excellent basis for the lessons to be found in this book. Plus a lot of adhering - which will undoubtedly lead to good sales. The Amazon listing now offers various images that offer a comprehensive look inside. The book looks well designed and the content looks good. It also clearly indicates
that Wendy writes well - in a coherent and accessible way. BASICS:Paperback: 192 pages Also available as a KindlePublisher edition: Watson-Gupill Publish Date: April 7, 2020Language: EnglishISBN-10: 1984856715ISBN-13: 978-1984856715Pro product sizes: 216 x 279 mm (8-1/2 x 11 in) BUY THIS BOOK IN NORTH AMERICA BUY
THIS BOOK IN UK Wendy Wendy Wendy Lender is a botanical artist, illustrator, author, and instructor who works predominantly in colored pencils. His works were exhibited at the Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation, the Royal Botanical Garden, Kew and the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History. She is currently an
instructor at the New York Botanical Garden and is also the author of the botanical drawing in color (see below) This page - and those related to it - offers TIPS &amp; TECHNICS about a lot of different aspects of the development of botanical art. Botanical artists are renowned for sharing their experience and expertise with each other.
Many now do this using their websites and blogs or by writing articles for other websites. RHS Botanical Art Show 2015 BOTANICAL ART DRAWING from observation / to scaleDrawing from Herbarium Specimens Preparation - covering sketchbooks studies, working drawing, and transfer of image Scientific Botanical Illustration (in
Botanica) - how to draw plants to scientific sketching and Sketchbooks - wing soon, covering tips and techniques for botanical and recommended skiing PAINTINGBotany watercolor paintingHow to paint a tea washBrush techniquesusing liquid masking PEN AND PEN PEN to the dedicated COLOR page Moved to the dedicated Color
page - Tips and techniques - covering what you need to know about color, mixing colors and getting glazes and blends rightMore information soon - on my website Tips for Botanical Painting Artists on Vellum Vellum covering: Vellum and Art; What is velum and different types of velum; to paint on the velum, including a summary of tips;
Velum and pumice suppliers in the UK and US HEALTH AND SAFETYrepetitive strain injurypostureeye health and prescription aids PHOTOGRAPHY &amp; PRESENTATION Show of ArtworkHow to photograph artwork to frame and hang a Studio image and Field Equipment – soon covering lighting, magnification, specimen set-up,
drawing boards, etc. There are a number of conventions associated with botanical art. It is useful to understand what they are and the reasons for their botanically and precise typical existence - the specimen chosen for the illustration is typical rather than unusual. Accuracy is derived from the very careful study of the plant, sometimes
throughout the seasons (see below). Black and white illustration - usually in pen and ink. This facilitates good quality printing at economical costs in magazines learned distinctive features - the purpose of a botanical illustration is to help a botanist distinguish between different plantsbased on herbarium specimens - most illustrations are
created from dried specimens of a plant. This is typical for those illustrations produced by illustrators working for botanical gardens where there is no plant in gardenLife size or scaled – Size is an important aspect of identification. Plants are usually sized and drawn on a scale of 1:1 - this involves measurement during initial studies.
Smaller distinctive features can be represented on a larger scale (see magnification below). Illustrations produced for publication on a defined plate size are usually larger products and must indicate the relationship between the size of the drawing and the size of the published image. Images for reproduction - MUST always include a
ladder bar rather than a SingBar multiplier must be accurate, informative and visible, but discreet. They are a standard unit of measure and must always include the unit of measure. Otherwise, any change in the size of the publication (extension or reduction) makes the use of a simple multiple (e.g. x3) meaningless. (The latter method has
been used in the past, but is no longer considered good practice) Includes dissections and magnification use - the identification of a plant is based on all aspects of the plant, so they are exposed on the outside and inside. Smaller distinctive features are often identified by the use of microscope (or a magnifying glass in the field).
Illustrations always include a precise scale bar to indicate magnification.when shown in an exhibition or publication, it is always displayed with names (including Latin). Botanical art must describe both scientifically and aesthetically what is observed. Anne Marie Evans Flower painter fails if a work has no beauty, the botanical artist fails if it
has no precision. Wilfred Blunt and William Stearn Botanical Precision is a requirement of all botanical art. However paintings, unlike illustrations - especially those of flowers - do not always identify every feature of a white background plantA - usually, but not always used for botanical paintings. This helps isolate the subject, so the
emphasis is on the characteristics of the waterwater plantPaviate - this convention is typical for work produced in the past and is still the dominant media used for botanical art. However, other media are now also usedPavied on vellum – vellum is more archiving than Hippeastrum vittatum paper by P.J. Redouté There is very little full-time
employment for botanical artists or illustrators. Most job opportunities are not announced. Most botanical illustrators are independent professionals who work on commission for a fee - often per piece completed. Botanical illustrators often work for botanists at a botanical garden or in connection with a project of specific flower botothanic
artists can work on commission for clients – who pay want a certain plant or painted species. You also have to bea self-starter andgood at work largely on your own. Botanical artists also sell their artwork through art galleries or directly to customers they need to develop the art business skills to be a success. You must love both nature
and detail and have a number of drawing skills to be a professional botanical illustrator. The necessary skills include:- light works on form- shapes appear as they transform- show the plant material so comes to you or leaves- knowing to represent both the shape and articulate sings the way it moves in very clear space - unambiguous.-
technically realistic in making images- competent in using a technical pen- the use of technology and software imagine.de to become a botanical illustrator : Exhibits of groups of drawings or paintings are evaluated primarily as botanical illustration. RHS Guidelines for the exhibition of botanical artwork Gold Medal winning plants in the
forests and forests of Chile by Gülnur Ek and GM (February 2015) TIPS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF BOTANY ART These are based on tips I've taken from my interviews with artists winning RHS Gold Medals and other prestigious awards (see links to my articles in the next section) and reading interviews with leading artists. I tried to
here the lessons they have learned and are happy to share. Your subject - plants and flowersBe very interested in plants and flowers - It is difficult to succeed in any specialized art form or illustration unless you have a real interest in your subjectCheck out National Collections and Botanical Gardens local to you. Finding quality plants can
be a challenge. Challenge. Large sources are Botanic Gardens and National Plant Collections. Think about the seasons - a series of paintings of plants and flowers in the same season have impact. Grow a good grower. While some artists grow their own subject, others take their specimens from a grower. If you are planning a series you
need to work in advance with a grower what you can offer. Often, artists have pointed me out how their grower can make or break a series. You need someone who is trustworthy and is eager to support botanical art and understand your requirements. Learn to keep your subjects fresh – most artists use a fridge to keep their specimens
fresh overnight – but you need to work at the right temperature to get the best results! Some artists have a refrigerator in their studio specifically for the care of specimens/subject. On the other hand, remember all those artists who only had dead specimens to work from! BotanicalDo not neglect to learn about plant and flower botany. If you
aspire to the top level it is an essential aspect to develop artwork. It is extremely important if you want any kind of recognition by companies, it would be RHS or the Linelanevevelop Society good understanding of the details before you start to paint, for example, buy a botanical microscope; the use of dissections; Learn to use macro on
CameraRHS Exhibition – Project Management Take Your Time to Work in the Rhs Project – DevelopIng Which Plants or Species to Tackle and Then AddressIng Your Project is probably one of the most challenging parts of the process of creating an RhS Expibit. Do not underestimate the amount of time it takes to think this before
making a choice. Plan the future – If you want to portray a life cycle, then you need a full year to develop your artwork! I vividly remember talking to an RHS Gold Medal artist winning at an exhibition of botanical art that was itching to get back to her garden as the long-awaited flower finally arrived! Knowledge of this specialized field of
artStudy the history of botanical art - look at a lot of botanical art! Buy books and visit exhibitions - artists from the past have a lot to teach us. Learn more about how other artists have represented a plant or flowerLearn what makes different botanical illustration - as a scientific record of a plant Planning your imageStart with the parts that
will wither and die first - may sound obvious, but must give priority to parts of the plant that will die first. Don't forget to do color studies and take photos to check the shapes. Work out of life and never rely on color and tone photos. Colour and tone are always aspects of illustrations or paintings that must first be developed as studies



conducted while observing from life. Photographic reproduction is always deformed. Set a focal point and a way to be part of the pictureCalde in drawing and paintingDevelops skills in careful observational drawing. Possibility to and the recording of what you see starts with the drawing. Look at the junctions, how a plant fills the space in
3D etc.Alea about art tools and materials - start botany art after you learn about pencils, paints and paper and the skills developed in their use. Practice, practice, practice - you develop skills in botanical art through drawing and painting plants. There is no substitute for practice. Make sure you use the correct green family in your
illustration. Don't rely on blends or colors that you normally use or work from photos. Work from life and observe how light and shadow impact on the type of green that is specific to your plant. Developing your own style of botanical artBrings a fresh eye and develop your own style - If you want to do well it is important to create an art that
people recognize as your own. Beyond the technical aspects of precision and excellent rendering, you need to develop a way to represent specimens in a way unique to you. (I know I can go around exhibitions and instantly say who produced that artwork without looking at labels) Observation and the three Ps Patience, practice and
perseverance, should be the guiding principles. Margaret Stevens FSBA author of The Art of Botanical Painting When making a watercolor painting of a living specimen, I first studied the plant from all angles- as a sculptor could study a head when making a portrait-to understand its character... The sketch has been completed, I'm working
on the portrait in detail, starting with the fugitive parts, would be the rapid opening of the buds. Plants that change or wilt rapidly present a very difficult problem to which there is only one answer – speed; and speed depends on the immediate perception of the essential characteristics of the plant, the in-depth knowledge of the colors and
the mixing of colors and the perfect coordination of the hands and eyes. The drawing in dried specimens has both advantages and disadvantages. The artist wins, of course, in not having to work at high pressure for a short period of time; but, on the other hand, there are difficulties in creating the three-dimensional illusion. This can only
be overcome by a thorough knowledge of botany and perspective. Stella Ross-Craig (1906-2006) | from the 20th century chapter in the Art of Botanical Illustration (Blunt) by Wilfrid Blunt and William Stearn If the collection of specimens outside (ONLY if the plant is not in danger and local laws allow) select representative parts of sharp
planked scissors or dryouturs with antiseptic wipesuse a flower press if the collection of specimens in the wild - see , also pressing plants for its own herbarium an airtight container - preferably a tubeuse bags of resealed containing a wet source for anything that needs to be identified and/or quarantined branches, nuts and leaves in a
plastic bag to prevent them from drying the life of a plant specimenwork in season – they will live longer than those forced into the typical life of a Before you get started – helps you prioritize the work you need to make time, so you can devote maximum time to work with the plant when it comes to and under peak conditionsWork according
to the life of different parts of the specimen, for example. first petals and stems later Make a record of the essentials before you start paintingtake measurements first – and make a record of life-size itemstaken from 360 degrees to provide a reminder after the specimen has dieddear the plant from observation - you will See things you lose
when working from a photomake color studies and create annotated sketches with color notes (it's what Ferdinand Bauer did!) to keep the plant material in the shade – too much light makes it develop faster. (for example, create a Lightbox to prevent too much light reaching your specimen!) work in a cold room to prevent the developing
specimen too quickly (you can always wear extra/thermal layers!) use a plant rooted in a pot a bulb vase for bulbs (but remember to chill them for the required number of weeks in the first place) place cuttings and stems in plastic vials with limited specimens of waterplace flowers in an overnightplace refrigerator on the cotton wool on top
of the waterSee, also register a plant OF REFERENCE / READ: For holding specimens #1 floral water tubes / Bottles - for a single stalks leaking free tubes include rubber caps. Simply fill with water, close the lid and insert the flower stemEssential for preserving fresh flowers and keeping them alive more available in a variety of sizes and
styles, whether clear or translucent green, comes in packs of about 100 pcs per bag. Rated an average of 4.7 out of 5 * of 366 client reviews BUY from Amazon.com For holding specimens #2Magnetic base with 360 degrees of rotation gooseck with alligator head 12 flexible steel arm 12 base contains magnets to create a strong hold tight
to ferrous metal surfaces - can hang upside down more than similar plastic component equipmentSRated an average of 4.6 out of 5* of 36 customerBUY reviews from Amazon QuadHands – Magnetic Arm 200 12 Third Hand Helping Hand Tool with size – Fully flexible with 360-degree rotating Alligator Clamp Head and Strong Magnetic
Base Habitat Research InformationThe MAGIC site is run by DEFRA and provides authoritative geographic information about the natural environment – covering rural , urban, coastal and marine in the UK. When developing a wildflower project it is essential to do some research and have a plan. Seasonal challenges can be overcome: to
develop this is a work in progress. You'll see the references gradually accumulated before this section is written. The predominant function of thorns, thorns and stings is to discourage herbivores from eating the plant. However, the three terms mean different things and cannot be used alternately. You have to make two. Two. botany of
thorns, thorns and stings. Study paintings by those who have addressed this topic beforehand - because this is not a topic that many art instructors cover! In the most basic sense, thorns, thorns and stings can all relate to sharp, stiff, woody defensive appendages found on some plants. Spines are modified strains, as in CitrusLinnaeus.
Spines are modified leaves, as in Echinocactus Link &amp; Otto. The stings differ in that they occur from the epidermis, mesofila or cortex of the plant, as in Rosa Linnaeus. Dangerous beauty: thorns, thorns and prickles Not all roots are the same or look the same and it is essential to know what you are looking at before you can start to
draw and paint the roots. We provided some short notes below and references to other sources of information. Dicotyledons (angiosperms with two seed leaves) have a tap root system. Taproot - a main root grows deep in the soil in different forms. These include: tapered (e.g. carrot); fusiform (e.g. radish); napiform/globular (e.g. beetroot
or turnip) form and can develop lateral roots and secondary and tertiary branching. Also used for finding water. A taproot can also serve as food storage, for example, carrot, parsnipPrimary root – root that develops from the root of the embryo; normally the first root that comes out of the seeds as it germinates. Herbs and other
monocotyledons (single-leaf seed angiosperms) have a fibrous root system.a mass of similar-sized thread-type roots that develop from nodes usually not long/just below the surface – and can be very hard and help prevent soil erosion. Strains modified as storage organs (eg no roots)Bulb - a short stem with fleshy leaves/leaf bases that
function as food storage organs when dormant. The roots appear from the bottom and new stems and leaves from the top. Tunicate bulbs - paper outer coating (dry, membrane outer scales) protects the continuous lamina of fleshy scales. for example, Allium, Hippeastrum, Narcissus, and Non-tuniced tulip bulbs do not have dry protective
tunic and have more looser scales. for example, Lilium and Fritillaria Corm - a region of a strain that has swollen to store food. New corms will grow on top of the old corms where they are left in the ground. e.g. crocus; gladiolusRhizome - underground strains, for example, ZingiberStem Tuberculi are extensive structures in some plant
species used as nutrient storage organs. for example, potatoes Many botanical artists ignore roots. However, if the root is a key feature of the plant, then it is normal to draw and/or paint the root. Common practice when paintingplants that grown from essential bulbs when painting vegetables that grow under groundepiphytic plants that
grow in the air and use their aerial roots to cling to rocks or trees RHS Gold Medal winning the display of Tillandsias by Mariko Aikawa (Japan). These are air plants and their roots are always visible. Botanical observation and drawing consist not only of copying what is seen, but in explaining The artist must exercise his judgment on what
is to be described, extracting those diagnostic characteristics that characterize the illustrated plant species. This is why the drawing still exceeds the photo in the field. Anne Marie Evans will be most accurate if you get the eye is dead level with your subject. Place the subject at eye level - ideally using a device, which means that you can
move the subject up or down, as the eye focuses on different areas (e.g. use a replica stand (the type used in laboratories) shoot at scale by measuring dimensions and use proportional separators to scale up or down in tonal studies to understand the shape – but make sure first to develop appropriate techniques for (1) accurate
assessment of different tonal values and (2) rendering tone (e.g., stippling/incubation) Denman Ross Value Scale If possible, avoid using multipliers e.g. x3 or x0.5 to indicate the size of the features, as this becomes meaningless if the drawing is used in a publication and printed at a different size; the use of a scale bar is correct
regardless of changes in image size. Margaret Flockton Award - A guide to scientific botanical illustration Alice Tangerine is a botanical illustrator at the National Museum of Natural History. This is a summary of her approach to drawing from specimene.se consult with botanists to understand the specific characteristics of the plant that
must be presented clearlymake a full-size photocopy of the herbarium specimen – track its outleddraw several pencil sketches on the translucent drafting film of different parts of the plant. get approval from botanists for pencil sketches consider digitizing sketches for ease of arrangement as a composite range image and compose
different sketches in a 15 x 12 formatplace a transparent film over sketches and outlines of traces and features in ink Rosemary Wise is botanical illustrator at the Department of Plant Sciences, University of OxfordShe published an article about drawing plants in Plant Talk (April 1999). Her tips for drawing herbarium specimens can be
summarized as follows: if drawn from the specimen itself, treat all herbarium specimens with great care; it may not be possible to replace any part of the grass material without permission; if permission to be sure to reattach the plant material in a package to specimendraw the specimen so see – unless you have any other evidence any
attempt to rebuild what may seem to be misleading, also provides detailed instructions for how to draw a full leaf on a plate, including what to do if it is too Guild Manual of Scientific Illustration, the second edition edited by Ealone R. S. Hodges This manual is usually regarded as the Bible within the scientific illustration community. It covers
all rendering techniques in conventional and digital media, although the object is not all botanical. It is: Sponsored by the Guild of Natural Science Science The people who contribute to it are top illustrators, scientists, and industry experts edited by one of the founders of the Guild of Natural Science Illustrators, who has been working in the
1965 scientific illustration The book is professional and comprehensive – so you might expect a book covering 652 pages! It covers: studio basics and archiving considerationsilluminating subject-rendering techniques (152 pages) in a variety of media, including: line and ink, pencil, carbon dust, watercolor and washing, gouache and
acrylic, airbrushproduced murals, patterns and dioramas and switching from 2d to 3Dusing computer graphics for scientific illustrationsonly one of the 13 sections refers to how to illustrate the plants - but is 22 pages of meter techniques related to the use of a microscope , diagrams and diagrams, photography and the business printing
process of scientific illustration – including copyright, contracts and how to operate an independent business This book is expensive – however the price must be taken into account in the context that it is a professional manual for people who spend their lives on scientific illustration. Consider reviewing a copy before making a purchase.
Hardcover: 656 pagesPublisher: Wiley; Edition: SecondPublication date: May 29, 2003Average Customer Rating of 5 stars:in the UK: 4.8 based on 5 customer reviews in the United States: 5 based on 8 customer reviews BUY THIS CARD Guild Scientific Illustration Manual from Amazon UK Guild Manual of Scientific Illustrations from the
Basic Amazon.com Watercolor Skills Needed for Botanical Art You Must Know : different water properties medicoloure e.g. opaque and transparent paint; other paints used, for example, gouache brushes and egg temperabest for different techniques - one size does not fit all - the type of brush used very often varies depending on the
techniqueHow to identify the colors you need to use - for a particular plantHow to mix paints to get the right colors (for more about color see the color section below)How to apply paint : wet on dry paper; wet on wet paper, dry brush on a dry stand - and variations between - and say when the paper is wet, wet and dryHow to create special
effects: for example, control a wash; paint fine lines; to create hard and soft edgesHow to glaze - layered transparent colors in such a way as to create an optical effect. Some botanical paintings contain several layers of glazingHow to pick up the watercolor pigment - require knowledge of pigments and support used (e.g. paper or velum),
as well as lifting methodsplus knowledge of how watercolor paper works is - not all papers are the same. Some fit some watercolor techniques better than others and you need to know a paper to know how to exploit it Watercolor Paints Watercolor Paints vary greatly! They vary in terms of the quantity and quality of the pigment or dyes
used - which in turn affects the intensity of the and how easy they are to use. It's worth trying different paint marks. Different tutors recommend different paints - but the only important thing that every watercolor painter needs to find is the paint that works best for them and is consistent and reliable over timeUse only watercolor paints with
a high degree of lightfast, if you want to avoid fading the paintings. ASTM Lighthappiness Ratings I and II are considered permanent. REFERENCE: Brush techniquesThere is no shortcut for developing good brush techniques. Mastering the brush comes from a good instruction in how to use a brush and practice OF REFERENCE:
Watercolor Painting Using a Dry Brush Technique by Lizzie Sanders When painting flowers you need a good brush. I predominantly use a fine-tipped brush, pointed no.6. When lifting the paint with the brush, twist the brush between your thumb and forefinger to get a nice point. Always pull the brush towards you so that the hairs are not
broken. A good brush is worth investing and you should take care of it by keeping it in a brush-roll when traveling. Billy Showell to paint a WashIn general tea when using watercolor work from light to dark. So you need to start by setting a light color. A wash is a thin mixture of paint and water - applied to paper. Tea washing is the easiest
toned wash you can paint. It is called tea washing because it has the consistency of weak tea - without milk. It is the most fluid - if you tilt the paper will run freely. Before you start, you need to make enough liquid of the same consistency to complete the area you need to fill. The goal is to produce a single uniform tone, even light. The best
way to develop skills in developing a wash even is to practice first.draw a line of circles or squaressapplication each with a wash, which is exactly the same throughout the individual square - and exactly the same in every other square in the lineto do this you need to load the brush with premixed liquid wash If the area that needs a tea
wash is great, you can try wetting paper first and then apply the wash. Practice before using on a proper painting. Note that paints that are classified permanent lyme may not be so when used as thin washing. REFERENCE: lift paintyou can remove color by lifting, washing and bloating. You can only effectively pick up the paint with any
degree of control if it does not stain - therefore, the need to know the characteristics of the paints you use. Use a clean wet brush to remove the paint. Wipe the removed paint on the kitchen towel/tissue or cloth. Clean the brush in water and apply the brush whenever necessary to reduce the color load on the paper. Do not rub if you want
a soft edge. If the rest of the paint is dry, you can also use absorbent paper to clear the area where you are trying to pick up paintPaper towels are effective at blotting paint because they are very absorbent - however, they are not very accurate. A wet brush is more effective You need control. REFERENCE: Tips for using masking
fluidIncludes:Practice using masking fluid before using it in a painting. You need to develop skills before you risk ruining a painting by lack of practical.use old brushes and not good brushes - and preferably have a brush that you use for applying masking fluidyou can also use a dip pen, cocktail sticks or anything else that allows you to use
the masking fluid while exercising controldo apply to wet paper ormake ust sout that the paper has a surface size - which stops the liquid masking being absorbed into the paperif using a colored liquid masking, test in advance to see if the masking liquid stains the brush with warm soapy water as soon as you have finished applying the
masking liquid. REFERENCE: Fear of fluid masking | Eunike Nugroho - drawing and watercolor illustration process blog - TIPS for how to avoid ruining paper and artwork. The post shows you a picture in which the masking liquid has been applied and left for a week. Use of different masking fluids | Winsor &amp; Newton - W&amp;N has
two different masking fluids (Art Masking Fluid and Colourless Art Masking Fluid.) and offers some basic tips for getting the best effects from them using brushes with masking liquid | Winsor &amp; Newton Graphite for Scientific Illustration by Rogério Lupo Click link above to go to the Slideshare Site where you can download this free
document below is graphite for scientific illustrations - Supplement to the free guide with English subtitles by Rogerio Lupo, Brazilian winner of the Margaret Flockton Award in 2010 and 2013. (courtesy reviewed by Bobbi Angell, American Botanical Illustrator). This video lesson aims to support the study and practices of the guide: Grafite
and its possibilities applied to scientific illustrations. See the page dedicated to paper for botany art and illustration - covers this topic in much more depth and extends on tips to work with vellumThis is what it covers ... WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT PAPER TO USE IT IN THE APPROPRIATE MODEThe basic paper data - to make
the most of the paper you need to know is done and can performDifferent paper types - looks differentPaper submission - paper is made and why paper is done differentlyPAPER TEST: TEST A PAPER &amp; RECEIVE OF DIFFERENT TYPES , crayons and pen and inkReviews of various works - all with the aim of identifying the best
paper for botanical art and illustrationDifferent paper marks identified as suitable for botanical art and illustration (to follow) Artists offer advice on which watercolor documents and supports work best for botanical art. Includes samples of how papers affect different techniques used for watercolor painting. Fabriano Artistico (300 lb) is a
work that is constantly recommended by GM winners. Katherine Tyrrell (BEFORE recent changes to how paper is made) See The page dedicated to Vellum - covers this topic in much more depth and extends on tips to work with vellum Cover: Vellum and ArtWhat is vellum and different types of vellumHow to paint on vellum, including a
summary of tipsSuppliers of velum and pumice in the UK and US More tips from other sources that write about botanical art and illustration If you abuse and punish your hand or her eyes will punish you too late. Artists and Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) – this blog post I wrote as someone who has experienced RSI and developed
knowledge about to ease pain and avoid an RSI recurrence for artists generally affects part of the arm – the fingers, wrist, forearm, elbow, shoulders – and can also affect the neck and/or upper back. The critical thing to understand about RSI is that if you do not take appropriate precautions and use appropriate aids and generally treat
your body well, you will become unable to use your hand for drawing or painting. Rsi Symptoms include: intense pain or tenderness of glow of numbnesswellingweakness/ reduced dexterity dexterity to grip or lifting This is the atthes of my wrist that I will use if I trigger my tenosinovita (inflammation of the nerve-containing tea). It provides
compression for swelling and restricts movement The most common reasons for RSI injuries are: repetitive strain - excessive use of muscles/tendons in a way that is continuedpoaer posture and/or holding the same posture for too long without a break from working for too long without a breakpoor and/or working environment receiving
tools that require force or can cause a foreignvibration of tools owned or used artists makes RSI worse? Continue to do whatever created the problem in the first place. Fail to restFail to consult a doctorFail to follow any professional adviceFail to use proper supports or exercises Maintaining good posture is critical for avoiding all kinds of
pain and pain in the back, shoulder and neck. The illustration on the right refers to typing, but the principles are the same for artists when drawing or paintingThe best way to achieve a good posture is to: keep your back and neck 90 degrees to the subjectMake sure that the subject you are looking for is at the correct height - pick up the
subject, rather than lower headraise and angle of support to make you look at it rather than difficult make sure that glasses or visual aids are suitable for your personal optical needs – and do not ask you to get your eyes close to the subject or the support you are working on maintaining eye health is a combination of: regular checks on
their optical vision aids and magnification using quality kit for your personal needsof excellent proper posture lighting (eg. your aids work when you maintain a good posture to eliminate the potential of other pains and pains!) Prescription of glasses for botanical botany is abouthow to maintain eye health andhow to get prescription glasses,
which works best for painting detail. It tells the story of how Susan Tomlinson got new bifocals to address her optical needs, with a lower focal length to work on painting, and the top focal length to look at my specimen. Susan's studio - with lots of natural light, artificial lighting and reference magnification aids: These tips are particularly
relevant to anyone who wants to show at an RHS show - without a frameSee also Tips from RHS Gold Medal Winners - and the section on to sit and display an exhibition at the RHS Botanical Art Show, which provides much more detail. create at least one more painting than the six you need for an RHS display – and leave the weakest to
the homeget mounting plate for an RHS display cut long before you need themtake a level of spirit to get the display properly aligneduse wide velcro strips for attached mounted artwork to the display boards (make sure the hanging strips can cope with the weight of each exhibition) books business cards and pre-printed postcards finishing
and fine tuning - achieving this goal - Sarah Morrish analyzes the process she has adopted to prepare the display at the RHS London Botanical Art Show in February 2016
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